**Book History (Medieval Focus, from 2013, needs many updates, esp. DH)**

**General Studies (Chronological)**


Tanselle, G.T., *Textual Criticism and Scholarly Editing* (1990)


Winters, Margaret E., “Manuscript Variation and Syntactic Change,” *ibid.* pp. 131-43.

Parkes, M.B., *Pause and Effect: An Introduction to the History of Punctuation in the West*


**Digital**


**Editing Medieval Texts**


Medieval Palaeography and Codicology


Issues in Late Medieval Book Production and Textual Scholarship

Editing Piers Plowman (Would need to add Laurence Warner’s new book)

After George Kane: The Text, Manuscripts, and Meanings of Piers Plowman in Yearbook of Langland Studies 24(2010) selections


Brewer, Charlotte, “George Kane’s processes of revision,” in Crux and Controversy (See above)


Kane, George, and E. Talbot Donaldson, George Russell eds. “Introduction,” in Piers Plowman (A, B, and C texts)


Reviews of Athlone *Piers Plowman* A, B, and C:

**Professional Scribes and Scholars and Adam Pynkhurst (Need to update to include the Mooney/Stubs London book and responses)**
McIntosh, Angus, “Towards an Inventory of Middle English Scribes,” in pp. 603-24
------------------------, “Scribal Profiles from Middle English Texts,” in pp. 218-235
Roberts, Jane, “On giving Scribe B a name and a clutch of London Manuscripts from c. 1400,” in *Medium Aevum* 80.2 (2011) 247-70